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Online Resources for Home Learning
Need Free Internet during the school closure?
Cox Communication
Spectrum
1 month free
60 days free
(https://www.cox.com/r (1-844-4888398)
esidential/internet/conn
ect2compete.html)

AT&T
waiving overage fees
for wireless/fixed
wireless plans

Listen Or Read a good book
Storyline Online
Raz Kids
(Free, K-8)
(Free until end of Year,
https://www.storylineon
K-5)
line.net/
https://www.learninga-z
.com/

Epic Books
(30 day trial, K-8)
https://www.getepic.co
m/

Early Reading
Reading Bear (K-3)
https://www.readingbe
ar.org/

Starfall (K-2)
https://www.starfall.co
m/h/

Moby Max (K-5)
https://www.mobymax.
com/

Learning Platforms (Adaptive Games and online Learning)
Scholastic Learn at
Home
(preK-8th Grade)
www.scholastic.com/le
arnathome

Headsprouts
BrainPop (K-8)
(prek-1st grade)
(promotional code
https://www.learninga-z BPOPFREEACCESS)
.com/
https://www.brainpop.c
om/

Online Resources for Home Learning
Science for the Win!
Bill Nye the Science
Guy (K-8)
https://billnye.com/thescience-guy

Mystery Science (K-8)
The Kids Should See
https://mysteryscience.
This! (3-8)
com/school-closure-pla https://thekidshouldsee
nning
this.com/

World Book Science
Projects (K-8)
https://www.worldbook
online.com/kids/home#
scienceprojects

World Book
Webquests (3-8)
https://www.worldbook
online.com/student/we
bquests
Math for Everyone!

Sumdog (K-5)
https://pages.sumdog.c
om/

Khan Academy
CMA Math (5-8)
(offers a daily
Pre-recorded Math
schedule, K-8))
Lessons
https://www.khanacade https://coloskys-math-a
my.org/
cademy.thinkific.com/
Without Login:
4th Grade Course
5th Grade Course
Sixth Grade Course
Seventh Grade
8th Grade Course

60 Math Websites
(K-8)
https://www.weareteac
hers.com/best-math-w
ebsites/#games

Middle School Math
(6-8)
www.maneuveringthe
middle.com/remote-ma
th-lessons/

A Week of Reading Enrichment
Attached you will find a reading passage that includes vocabulary work,
phonics work, and comprehension questions. Below is a schedule of
activities to do with this passage for the week.
Check them off as you go!

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

 Complete the  Reread the
 Reread the
 Reread the
Vocabulary
passage
passage
passage
 Answer the
 Complete the  Write a
portion
 Read the
comprehensi
phonics/word
summary of
passage
on questions
study potion
the passage
 Circle words
on the pack
for the
on the back
that are
of the
passage
of the
difficult or
passage
 Go back to
passage (4
unknown
 Underline
the passage
sentences)
 Ask an adult
where you
and highlight
o Main idea
o Beginning
for help with
found your
words that
o Middle
unknown
include that
answer to
o End
words
phonics
each question
 Reread the
in the
pattern or
story, paying
passage
word study
skill
close
attention to
the difficult
words

Extension Project Ideas:
 Draw a picture to represent this story/article.
 Create a comic book slide to represent the story.
 Write a letter to the author.
 Turn the story into a play.

Friday

 Time yourself
reading the
passage for 1
minute
 Count and
record how
many words
you can read
in one minute
 Do this 3
times to see if
you get
further each
time

Kinder-2nd Grade Sight Words
Students should be able to read these words without sounding them out. Practice by
having your student echo you reading the words, writing them on flashcards, and writing in
sand/salt on a cookie sheet while saying the word. Set weekly goals and celebrate how
much your student knows.
Week 1: I know ____ out of 100 words.
Week 2: I know ____ out of 100 words.
Week 3: I know ____ out of 100 words.
By the end of Kindergarten, I can read:
a, about, all, an, and, are, as, at, be, been, but, by, called, can, come, could, day, did, do,
down, each, find, first, for, from, get, go, had, has, have, he, her, him, his, how, I, if, in,
into, is, it, like, long, look, made, make, many, may, more, my, no, not, now, number, of, oil,
on, one, or, other, out, part, people, said, see, she, sit, so, some, than, that, the, their, them,
then, there, these, they, this, time, to, two, up, use, was, water, way, we, were, what, when,
which, who, will, with, words, would, write, you, your
By the end of 1st Grade, I can read:
after, again, air, also, America, animal, another, answer, any, around, ask, away, back,
because, before, big, boy, came, change, different, does, end, even, follow, form, found,
give, good, great, hand, help, here, home, house, just, kind, know, land, large, learn, letter,
line, little, live, man, me, means, men, most, mother, move, much, must, name, need, new,
off, old, only, our, over, page, picture, place, play, point, put, read, right, same, say,
sentence, set, should, show, small, sound, spell, still, study, such, take, tell, things, think,
three, through, too, try, turn, us, very, want, well, went, where, why, work, world, years
By the end of 2nd Grade, I can read:
above, add, almost, along, always, began, begin, being, below, between, book, both, car,
carry, children, city, close, country, cut, don’t, earth, eat, enough, every, example, eyes,
face, family, far, father, feet, few, food, four, girl, got, group, grow, hard, head, hear,
high, idea, important, across, it’s, keep, last, late, leave, left, let, life, light, list, might, mile,
miss, mountains, near, never, next, night, often, once, open, own, paper, plant, real, river,
run, saw, school, sea, second, seem, side, something, sometimes, song, soon, start, state,
stop, story, talk, those, thought, together, took, tree, under, until, walk, watch, while, white,
without, young

Name://///////////// Date://////////
Simple Future Tense:

The simple future tense form of a verb expresses action or state in the future
and is formed by adding shall or will before the base verb. Go, will go.
Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

///////////////////////////////
She will shell the peas.
///////////////////////////////
It
will shift on its own.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
We
shall shovel this pile.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
You
all will split this wood.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
They
will stamp the records.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
I///////////////////////////////
shall step away.
///////////////////////////////
You
will stop the traffic.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
He will teach from this book.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
She will thread the needle.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
www.PrintNPractice.com
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Time:__________

Name://///////////// Date://////////
Simple Past Tense:

The simple past tense form of a verb expresses action or state in the past (the action
already happened) and is formed by adding –ed to the base verb. Fan, fanned.
Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

He
escaped trouble.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
She
examined the proof.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
It
expanded all the way.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
We
exhaled in relief.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
You
explained it well.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
They
fixed the leak.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
I
flagged him down.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
You
flipped the pancakes.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
He
fumbled the ball.
//////////////////////////////
www.PrintNPractice.com
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Time:__________

NONFICTION/Science
Standard: Analyze Text Elements

Skill: Describe Text Connections

GRL

Grade

2

M
560L

Have you ever heard the phrase, “Stop to smell the roses”?
Many people think roses smell good. Other flowers smell good,
too. But one type of flower is known for its really bad smell! Some
people say it smells like rotting meat. The plant’s name is titan
arum (ti-TAN AIR-um). It smells so bad that it’s also known by the
nickname “corpse flower.”

w		

Titan arums come from an
island called Sumatra. The island is
part of the country Indonesia. But
you don’t have to travel out of
the United States to see a corpse
flower. Some public gardens in
the country grow the plant.

e		

Believe it or not, many people
jump at the chance to smell a
corpse flower. That’s because
the plant and its smell are very
unique. The titan arum holds the
record for the largest leaf in the
world and the tallest bloom. But it
does not bloom very often. And its
bloom does not last very long.

The titan arum is in the Guinness Book of World
Records as the “tallest bloom.” The bloom
measured for the record was over 10 feet tall!
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q		

NONFICTION/Science

r		

A titan arum grows in a cycle. It shoots up a big leaf. Then the
leaf dies. The plant stays inactive for a few months. This pattern
repeats several times.

t		

Each time, the leaf gets bigger and bigger. Then, after
several years, the plant will bloom. The flowers are called an
inflorescence (in-FLOW-res-sense). This means many flowers
grow closely together and look like one flower. The bloom opens
quickly. Then the bloom, and its awful smell, last for about 24 to
48 hours.

y		

In the wild, the bad smell helps the plant attract flies and
beetles. These insects
move pollen1 from one
plant to another. This helps
the plants make more
plants.

u		

In public gardens, the
stinky plant attracts large
crowds of people. Some
gardens even issue a “stink
alert” and stay open extra
hours so more people can
witness the special event.

pollen (n): a powder-like material made by plants to help them make
new plants; it sticks to an insect’s body when an insect lands on a plant
1

2
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The large, frilly leaf of a titan
arum is called a spathe. When
the spathe opens, onlookers
can see—and smell—the cluster
of flowers within the plant.

ISBN 978-1-4207-6645-5

9 781420 766455
37994

“What’s That Smell?”
Standard: Analyze Text Elements

Skill: Describe Text Connections

Name _________________________________________________
1. Complete the Cycle Diagram on page 175 to tell about
a titan arum’s life cycle.

Answer questions 2–5.
2. Fill in the blank.
A titan arum’s bloom stays open for _______.
A. several years
B. several months
C. about 24–48 days
D. about 24–48 hours

3. Which of the following correctly tells about the titan
arum’s life cycle?
A. Each time a plant grows its main leaf, the leaf is
smaller than the last one.
B. After the main leaf dies, the plant stays inactive
for a few months.
C. Each time the main leaf dies, a bloom grows in
its place.
D. A plant usually blooms every other year.

© 2019 Sundance Newbridge Publishing
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4. Why is the titan arum considered a unique plant?
Name three reasons.

5. What is the relationship between a titan arum and flies?

108
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Cycle Diagram
Standard: Analyze Text Elements

Skill: Describe Text Connections

Name _________________________________________________

1

5

2

4

© 2019 Sundance Newbridge Publishing
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Think About It
Read the passage. Then answer the questions on the next page.

All About Chimps
A chimp is a kind of ape. Mother chimps
have one baby every five or six years.
Baby chimps need lots of care.

12

Unit 1: Writing

Duplicating any part of this book is prohibited by law.

Duplicating any part of this book is prohibited by law.

Baby chimps drink their mother’s milk.
They do this for three years. The babies stay
with their mothers for a long time. Some male
chimps stay close to their mothers all their lives.

Lesson 2: Write Facts

What is the topic of the passage?

_______________
_______________

What is a detail about the topic?

_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________

Duplicating any part of this book is prohibited by law.

Duplicating any part of this book is prohibited by law.

_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________

13

Tr y It!
Make a plan to write your own passage with facts.
What is your topic?

_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________

What facts help tell about your topic?

_______________

_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________

14

Unit 1: Writing

Duplicating any part of this book is prohibited by law.

_______________

Duplicating any part of this book is prohibited by law.

_______________

Lesson 2: Write Facts

Write your passage on the lines.

_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________

Duplicating any part of this book is prohibited by law.

Duplicating any part of this book is prohibited by law.

_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________

15

A Week of Math Enrichment
2nd-5th Grade
Monday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
 Play an online
game

Tuesday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Please see the
Online Resources
page for Math
Websites.
What games
did you play?
List them here.

Wednesday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Thursday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Friday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Name:

Comparing Fractions
Use < or > to compare each fraction.

Answers
Anytime the denominator is the same, the
number with the larger numerator will be
larger because it will have more pieces.
For example:

Anytime the numerator is the same, the
number with the smaller denominator will be
larger because it will have larger pieces.
For example:

1

Ex)

1
6

3)

1
4

6)

1
8

9)

1
4

12)

2
4

15)

1
2

18)

1
2

> 1⁄5

⁄3

<

<

<

>

<

>

>

Math

2

3

⁄7

< 3⁄4

1)

6

3

4)

7)

10)

13)

3

2
5

16)

7

1

5
6

3

1

3
5

6

2

1
3

5

1

4
5

4

1

4

1
8

19)

1
5

>

<

>

>

<

<

<
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2

⁄5

> 2⁄5

1

2)

5

2

8

5)

3

3

8)

11)

14)

5

8

7
8

17)

7

2

7
8

3

1

1
6

6

2

4
8

7

3

1

2
3

20)

1
3
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<

1.

>

2.

<

3.

<

4.

<

5.

<

6.

<

7.

>

8.

<

9.

>

10.

>

11.

>

12.

<

13.

<

14.

>

15.

>

16.

<

17.

>

18.

>

19.

<

20.

>

< 2⁄3

⁄3

<

<

<

>

>

>

>

1
2

7
8

4
6

3
8

4
8

1
3

1
4

1-10 95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60 55 50
11-20 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0

Name:

Two Step Problems
Solve each problem.

30

Answers

9

42

45
1.

16

45

25

12

36

18
2.

1) A new building needed 14 windows. The builder had already installed 5 of them. If

3.

it takes 4 hours to install each window, how long will it take him to install the rest?
4.

2) A chef needs to cook 16 potatoes. He has already cooked 7. If each potato takes 5

5.

minutes to cook, how long will it take him to cook the rest?
6.

3) Ned bought 14 boxes of chocolate candy and gave 7 to his little brother. If each
box has 6 pieces inside it, how many pieces did Ned still have?

7.

8.

4) There were 11 friends playing a video game online when 5 players quit. If each
player left had 5 lives, how many lives did they have total?

9.

5) Henry earned 5 dollars for each lawn he mowed. If he had 12 lawns to mow, but

10.

forgot to mow 7 of them, how much money did he actually earn?

6) A trivia team had 5 members total, but during a game 2 members didn't show up. If
each member that did show up scored 6 points, how many points were scored total?

7) A painter needed to paint 10 rooms in a building. Each room takes 8 hours to paint.
If he already painted 8 rooms, how much longer will he take to paint the rest?

8) In a video game, each enemy defeated gives you 3 points. If a level has 6 enemies
total and you destroy all but 2 of them, how many points would you earn?

9) Wendy earned 5 points for each bag of cans she recycled. If she had 11 bags, but
didn't recycle 2 of them, how many points would she have earned?

10) Each chocolate bar in a box cost $3. If a box had 7 bars total and Olivia sold all but
4 bars, how much money would she have made?

Math

Modified
www.CommonCoreSheets.com
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Why do we need rules?
It may seem like there are a lot of rules, but rules are important. There are rules
everywhere. There are rules at home. There are rules at school. There are rules at
the park. Why do we need rules? Rules keep us safe. Without rules, children
could run on the sidewalks. That would not be safe. Someone might get hurt.
Rules keep things fair. Without rules, a friend might not get a turn in a game. That
would not be fair. Without rules, the world would not be safe or fair.
Reprinted from Readworks.org

Part 1
List 2 rules that you have at home, and 2 rules you had at school.
Home
1.

School
1.

2.
2.
Part 2
What would happen if we did not have rules? Answer in complete sentences.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Differentiation for Extensions, Advanced or Gifted Students 2-3
Select two activities per week as an extension.
ENGINEERING and Math
Playing Cards Tower: you will need a deck
of cards
Using only 20 cards, build a tower.
Questions to ask: How tall is your tower?
How long did it stay standing? What did
you notice about building your tower? Was
it easy or difficult and why?
NOTE: this is open-ended and thinking is
the key. Get your child talking.
You can have them try with all the cards.
Change it up!

WORD GAMES
How many words can you make
from the letters in the sentence
below?

Learning from home is fun.

ART and MUSIC
Have your child finish the drawing….
Ask, “ What could this be? Finish the
drawing.”
Then make up a song about the
drawing to the tune of “Itsy Bitsy
Spider.”

Materials- pencil and paper
May want to put the letters on small
pieces of paper for students to
manipulate
Write a list of as many words as you
can make from the sentence above.
Make it challenging and set a timer,
compete against a sibling.
Check to make sure the words are
real! Connect to sight words.

Problem Solving

Articulation and Science

Writing

Read this problem with your child:

Sink or Float

Thank a community hero

The digits in this number are 1, 2,
9, and 9. Immediately after the
comma, you'll spot a couple of
upside-down sixes. The smallest
digit can be found in the ones
position.
Work with your child to consider possible
answers.
Extension: Write your own problem with
your child.
Answer: 2,991

1.
2.

3.
4.

fill up a bucket with water
Have your student pick two
objects from around the
house (i.e. key and rubber
ducky)
Have them decide if the item
will sink or float
Have them place the item in
the water

Talk with Your child, “What do you
see here? Can you explain why the
item sank or floated? What questions
do you have about sinking and
floating?
Let’s investigate and find answers.

1.
2.
3.

Talk with your child about
writing a letter
Draw a picture and write a
letter to thank a community
hero
Send the letter in the mail or
drop off at the site

Discuss with your child what a
community hero is and how they are
a hero?

Enrichment for the Related Arts
Each day consider selecting a different subject area and choose one enrichment activity from
the choices below:

Choice 1:
Doodle with Mo Wiillems
Every weekday at 3pm Mo Willems will do a
live broadcast on YouTube.

Choice 2:
Choose an art project by grade level at Deep
Space Sparkle.

Choice 3:
Visit the online collection of one of the
world’s best 12 museums.

See his playlist here.
Choice 4:
Create your own superhero.

Choice 5:
Take a photo of something in nature.

Choice 6:
Write a chalk message for those who live in
your neighborhood.

Choice 1:
Learn the cup song pattern then create your
own!

Choice 2:
Play piano online!
https://pianu.com/

Choice 3:
Read about a Composer and their Country at
classics for kids

Choice 4:
Watch a classic musical.

Choice 5:
Create a musical instrument or band out of
household items.

Choice 6:
Turn on the radio and sing along with your
favorite songs.

Choice 1:
Joe Wick will be holding kids’ workout classes
every weekday at 9am during school closures.
Follow daily PE with Joe Wick!
See his playlist here.
Choice 4:
Play catch with a friend or bounce a ball off a
wall.

Choice 2:
Create a weekly plan for individual workouts,
or follow their featured workout of the day at
DAREBEE.

Choice 3:
Practice your dancing with guided instruction
on YouTube with this playlist at DANCEPL3Y

Choice 5:
Crab walk around the inside of your house 3
times.

Choice 6:
100 Jump ropes (real or imaginary if you don’t
have one) OR line-jumps (jump back and forth
across a sidewalk crack) OR jumping jacks

Choice 1:
Practice your keyboarding skills at typing.com

Choice 2:
Try one of the many ways to do Hour of Code
at Khan Academy.

Choice 3:
Work toward becoming endorsed with
Google for Education’s Student Certification.

“What’s That Smell?”
Answer Key
1. 1. The plant shoots up a large leaf.
2. The leaf dies.
3. Then the plant is inactive for several months. This pattern
repeats several times.
4. After several years, the plant blooms.
5. The bloom opens quickly and smells for about 24 to 48 hours.
2. D
3. B
4. 1. The titan arum has the tallest bloom. 2. It does not bloom
very often. 3. When it blooms, it smells awful.
5. The bad smell of a titan arum attracts flies. Pollen from the
plant sticks to the flies’ bodies. Then the flies move the pollen
to other plants. This helps the titan arum make more plants.

© 2019 Sundance Newbridge Publishing
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Answer Key

Name:

Comparing Fractions
Use < or > to compare each fraction.

Answers
Anytime the denominator is the same, the
number with the larger numerator will be
larger because it will have more pieces.
For example:

Anytime the numerator is the same, the
number with the smaller denominator will be
larger because it will have larger pieces.
For example:

1

Ex)

1
6

3)

1
4

6)

1
8

9)

1
4

12)

2
4

15)

1
2
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1
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<

<

<

>

<

>

>

Math

2

3
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< 3⁄4
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6

3
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7)
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3

2
5
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7
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5
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5

6

2
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3

5

1

4
5

4

1

4

1
8
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>

>

<

<

<
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5
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4
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Two Step Problems

Name:

Answer Key

Solve each problem.

Answers

1) A new building needed 14 windows. The builder had already installed 5 of
them. If it takes 4 hours to install each window, how long will it take him to
install the rest?

1.

36

2.

45

3.

42

4.

30

5.

25

6.

18

7.

16

8.

12

9.

45

10.

9

2) A chef needs to cook 16 potatoes. He has already cooked 7. If each potato
takes 5 minutes to cook, how long will it take him to cook the rest?

3) Ned bought 14 boxes of chocolate candy and gave 7 to his little brother. If
each box has 6 pieces inside it, how many pieces did Ned still have?

4) There were 11 friends playing a video game online when 5 players quit. If
each player left had 5 lives, how many lives did they have total?

5) Henry earned 5 dollars for each lawn he mowed. If he had 12 lawns to mow,
but forgot to mow 7 of them, how much money did he actually earn?

6) A trivia team had 5 members total, but during a game 2 members didn't show
up. If each member that did show up scored 6 points, how many points were
scored total?

7) A painter needed to paint 10 rooms in a building. Each room takes 8 hours to
paint. If he already painted 8 rooms, how much longer will he take to paint
the rest?

8) In a video game, each enemy defeated gives you 3 points. If a level has 6
enemies total and you destroy all but 2 of them, how many points would you
earn?

9) Wendy earned 5 points for each bag of cans she recycled. If she had 11 bags,
but didn't recycle 2 of them, how many points would she have earned?

10) Each chocolate bar in a box cost $3. If a box had 7 bars total and Olivia sold
all but 4 bars, how much money would she have made?

Math
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Enrichment Packet 5
2nd-3rd Grade
1. Reading
2. Math
3. Science
4. Social Studies
5. Gifted Differentiation
6. Related Arts
7. Answer Keys

A Week of Reading Enrichment
Attached you will find a reading passage that includes vocabulary work,
phonics work, and comprehension questions. Below is a schedule of
activities to do with this passage for the week.
Check them off as you go!

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

 Complete the  Reread the
 Reread the
 Reread the
Vocabulary
passage
passage
passage
 Answer the
 Complete the  Write a
portion
 Read the
comprehensi
phonics/word
summary of
passage
on questions
study potion
the passage
 Circle words
on the pack
for the
on the back
that are
of the
passage
of the
difficult or
passage
 Go back to
passage (4
unknown
 Underline
the passage
sentences)
 Ask an adult
where you
and highlight
o Main idea
o Beginning
for help with
found your
words that
o Middle
unknown
include that
answer to
o End
words
phonics
each question
 Reread the
in the
pattern or
story, paying
passage
word study
skill
close
attention to
the difficult
words

Extension Project Ideas:
 Draw a picture to represent this story/article.
 Create a comic book slide to represent the story.
 Write a letter to the author.
 Turn the story into a play.

Friday

 Time yourself
reading the
passage for 1
minute
 Count and
record how
many words
you can read
in one minute
 Do this 3
times to see if
you get
further each
time

Kinder-2nd Grade Sight Words
Students should be able to read these words without sounding them out. Practice by
having your student echo you reading the words, writing them on flashcards, and writing in
sand/salt on a cookie sheet while saying the word. Set weekly goals and celebrate how
much your student knows.
Week 4: I know ____ out of 100 words.
Week 5: I know ____ out of 100 words.
Week 6: I know ____ out of 100 words.
By the end of Kindergarten, I can read:
a, about, all, an, and, are, as, at, be, been, but, by, called, can, come, could, day, did, do,
down, each, find, first, for, from, get, go, had, has, have, he, her, him, his, how, I, if, in,
into, is, it, like, long, look, made, make, many, may, more, my, no, not, now, number, of, oil,
on, one, or, other, out, part, people, said, see, she, sit, so, some, than, that, the, their, them,
then, there, these, they, this, time, to, two, up, use, was, water, way, we, were, what, when,
which, who, will, with, words, would, write, you, your
By the end of 1st Grade, I can read:
after, again, air, also, America, animal, another, answer, any, around, ask, away, back,
because, before, big, boy, came, change, different, does, end, even, follow, form, found,
give, good, great, hand, help, here, home, house, just, kind, know, land, large, learn, letter,
line, little, live, man, me, means, men, most, mother, move, much, must, name, need, new,
off, old, only, our, over, page, picture, place, play, point, put, read, right, same, say,
sentence, set, should, show, small, sound, spell, still, study, such, take, tell, things, think,
three, through, too, try, turn, us, very, want, well, went, where, why, work, world, years
By the end of 2nd Grade, I can read:
above, add, almost, along, always, began, begin, being, below, between, book, both, car,
carry, children, city, close, country, cut, don’t, earth, eat, enough, every, example, eyes,
face, family, far, father, feet, few, food, four, girl, got, group, grow, hard, head, hear,
high, idea, important, across, it’s, keep, last, late, leave, left, let, life, light, list, might, mile,
miss, mountains, near, never, next, night, often, once, open, own, paper, plant, real, river,
run, saw, school, sea, second, seem, side, something, sometimes, song, soon, start, state,
stop, story, talk, those, thought, together, took, tree, under, until, walk, watch, while, white,
without, young

Name://///////////// Date://////////
Simple Past Tense:

The simple past tense form of a verb expresses action or state in the past (the action
already happened) and is formed by adding –ed to the base verb. Fan, fanned.
Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

///////////////////////////////
We plodded for hours.
///////////////////////////////
You
all prayed for him.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
They
processed all the papers.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
I raised the flag.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
You raced fastest.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
He reeled the fish to the shore.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
She reported the whole story.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
It revealed the real cause.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
We rolled down hill.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
Time:__________
www.PrintNPractice.com
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Name://///////////// Date://////////
Simple Past Tense:

The simple past tense form of a verb expresses action or state in the past (the action
already happened) and is formed by adding –ed to the base verb. Fan, fanned.
Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

She gained a friend.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
It
helped very much.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
We
inched forward.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
You
jumped eight feet.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
They
jingled with every turn.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
I
installed a new one.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
You
inspired his success.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
He
leveled the floor.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
She
listened well.
//////////////////////////////
www.PrintNPractice.com
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Time:__________

FICTION/Realistic Fiction
Standard: Assess Point of View & Purpose

Skill: Distinguish Points of View

GRL

K
440L

Grade

2

q

		 Kim and Van dashed down the boardwalk as their parents
hurried after them.

w

		 Kim stopped at the stairs to the beach. She faced the water
and took a long breath. “Don’t you love the smell of the
ocean?” she asked her brother.

e

		 “It’s okay,” Van said. “The smell
of French fries is much better.
Let’s eat!”

r

		 Kim groaned. “We just got
here. Didn’t you just eat
pancakes at home?”

t

		 Van shrugged. “That was
breakfast. Fries can be my
snack.”

y

		 “No. Let’s go play in the
waves first!” Kim tugged
Van’s arm.

u

Van whined as his sister
pulled him along. “But I don’t like
the ocean. The waves knock me
down. And I get water up my nose. I’d
rather build a sand castle.”

Nana Gonzalez

A Day at the Beach

i		

Van and Kim helped their parents set up an umbrella. Van
spread out his towel. Then he took out his sand bucket.

o

Kim ran into the ocean. She laughed as a wave rolled over her.

© 2019 Sundance Newbridge Publishing
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FICTION/Realistic Fiction

1)		

Van slowly walked to the edge of the water. He filled his
bucket with wet sand. That was the best kind for building castles.

1!		
1@		

A wave splashed his toes. Van ran back to his towel.

1#		
1$		

“Come in!” Kim shouted. “It’s fun.”

Van fetched bucket after bucket of wet sand. He built a
magnificent sand castle. Then he washed off his sandy fingers
at the edge of the water.

1%		

“Don’t be afraid,” Kim said softly. She grabbed his hands.
“Hold onto me. And when the next wave comes, jump!”

1^		

“I’m not going to like it,” Van
said, holding tight.

“You will,” Kim said. “Ready?
One. Two. Three. Jump!”

1&		
1*		
1(		

They jumped together.

The wave lifted Van’s body.
Then it set him down again.

2)		 “That was fun!” he said.
2!		 “See?” Kim said. “I told you.

But now I’m hungry. Let’s go get
those French fries you wanted.”

2@		
2#		
2$		
2%		

“That’s okay,” Van said. “Let’s play in the waves!”
Kim laughed. “Do you always have to disagree with me?”
“Yup!” Van cheered.

He splashed his sister with water. And she splashed
him back. Then they held hands again and rode
out another wave.

ISBN 978-1-4207-6737-7
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Nana Gonzalez

Van shook his head. He watched the waves knock into Kim.
She kept upright. But he pictured himself tumbling over.

“A Day at the Beach”
Standard: Assess Point of View & Purpose

Skill: Distinguish Points of View

Name _________________________________________________
1. Complete the Compare and
Contrast Chart on page 183.
Compare Kim’s and Van’s points
of view.
Answer questions 2–5.
2. If you were to read this passage
aloud, during which statement
should you sound like you are
excited?
A. “‘Let’s eat!’”
B. “That was breakfast.”
C. “‘But I don’t like the ocean.’”
D. “‘Hold onto me.’”
3. Which statement BEST describes one way Van is different
from Kim?
A. Van is a better swimmer than Kim is.
B. Van likes the beach more than Kim does.
C. Van helps his parents more than Kim does.
D. Van is more nervous about the ocean than Kim is.

© 2019 Sundance Newbridge Publishing
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4. When they first get to the beach, why does Van disagree
with Kim about playing in the waves? When and why does
Van change his view? Use details from the passage to
support your answer.

5. If you were to read this passage aloud, how would
you change your voice when reading paragraphs
13 through 17? Explain.

136
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Compare and Contrast Chart
Standard: Assess Point of View & Purpose

Skill: Distinguish Points of View

Name _________________________________________________

© 2019 Sundance Newbridge Publishing
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R E AD an d l ear n

Read Like a Writer
A good report gives facts about one topic.
A report about an animal answers questions about it.
Think about how this report answers questions.

The Giant Panda
The giant panda is a rare member of the bear family.
There are only about 1,500 pandas left in the wild.

Pandas mainly eat bamboo shoots and leaves. Bamboo
is a tall plant with hollow stems. It is not nutritious. To stay
healthy, pandas eat all the time—more than twelve hours
a day.
In the wild, pandas live in a small area in southwestern
China. They live in forests of bamboo high in the
mountains. Pandas need to move freely to find bamboo.
But people now live nearby. This takes away forests from
the pandas. It makes it hard for pandas to find bamboo.
Giant pandas are endangered animals. That means
they are in danger of dying out. People want to save
this rare and beautiful bear. They are working to protect
bamboo forests in China. Then pandas can find bamboo
and keep on living!

58    Lesson 4 • Write a Report

Duplicating any part of this book is prohibited by law. © 2014 Triumph Learning, LLC

Pandas look different from other bears. They have
white bodies with black markings. The animals have black
feet, arms, and ears. They also have black patches on their
eyes. Pandas can grow to be 6 feet long and can weigh
up to 300 pounds.

R E AD an d l ear n

Report Outline
What questions does the report answer?
Write the answers from the report in the chart.

Topic:

Question 1: What does the animal look like?

Duplicating any part of this book is prohibited by law. © 2014 Triumph Learning, LLC

Question 2: What does it eat?

Question 3: Where does it live?

Question 4: What are some other facts?

Lesson 4 • Write a Report     59

A Week of Math Enrichment
2nd-5th Grade
Monday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
 Play an online
game

Tuesday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Please see the
Online Resources
page for Math
Websites.
What games
did you play?
List them here.

Wednesday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Thursday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Friday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Name:

Comparing Fractions

Use < or > to compare each fraction. Shade in the examples for extra help.
Anytime the denominator is the same, the
number with the larger numerator will be
larger because it will have more pieces.
For example:

Anytime the numerator is the same, the
number with the smaller denominator will be
larger because it will have larger pieces.
For example:

1

⁄3

>

1

3

⁄5

⁄7

<

3

Answers

4

⁄4

⁄5

>

2

1

⁄5

⁄3

2

<

Ex.

>

1.

⁄3
2.
3.

Ex)

2

1

⁄4

⁄4

1)

1

2

⁄6

>

⁄6

2)

2

2

⁄3

<

⁄6

>

4.
5.
6.
7.

3)

2

2

⁄4

⁄6

4)

1

3

⁄4

>

⁄4

5)

2

1

⁄3

<

⁄3

>

8.
9.
10.
11.

6)

2

2

⁄6

⁄4

7)

7

<

9)

4

⁄6

10)

>
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8)

6

⁄7

>

1

⁄6

6

⁄8

1

⁄3

<
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⁄8

>

1
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11)

5
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>
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Name:

Two Step Problems
Solve each problem.

Answers

8

3

4

2

3

1.

2

7

8

3

9

2.

3.

1) Emily's class is going on a field trip to the zoo. If each van can hold 7 people and there are
12 students and 2 adults going, how many vans will they need?

4.

5.

2) The school's baseball team had 37 new players and 3 returning players. If the coach put
them into groups with 5 players in each group, how many groups would there be?

3) The school's debate team had 14 boys and 10 girls on it. If they were split into groups of 6
how many groups could they make?

6.

7.

8.

4) John made 8 dollars mowing lawns and 13 dollars weed eating. If he only spent 7 dollar a
week, how long would the money last him?

9.

10.

5) A vase can hold 9 flowers. If you had 4 carnations and 23 roses, how many vases would
you need to hold the flowers?

6) For Halloween Gwen received 60 pieces of candy from neighbors and 3 pieces from her
older sister. If she only ate 9 pieces a day, how long would the candy last her?

7) For a birthday party Edward bought 4 regular sodas and 8 diet sodas. If his fridge would
only hold 4 on each shelf, how many shelves would he fill up?

8) A group of 3 friends went into a restaurant. The chef already had 4 chicken wings cooked
but cooked 20 more for the group. If they each got the same amount how many would each
person get?
9) Maria was making baggies of cookies with 6 cookies in each bag. If she had 14 chocolate
chip cookies and 40 oatmeal cookies, how many baggies could she make?

10) A pet shelter had 4 puppies when another 4 were brought in. If 4 puppies a day are adopted,
how long would it take for all of them to be adopted?

Math
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Oranges from Tree to You
By Susan LaBella
Oranges are round, juicy fruits that grow on trees in places with warm weather. How does an orange get from
the tree to your refrigerator? When an orange is ripe, the fruit picker clips it off the tree. All picked oranges are
then carefully moved to a packing plant. In the plant, oranges are placed on a machine with moving rollers to
be washed. Next, each orange is dried. Another machine lines up the oranges in boxes. A computer checks
each box, and removes any damaged oranges. Finally, each orange is given a sticker and placed in a box.
Full boxes are shipped in cool trucks to stores. Each store owner places the oranges on shelves. Then
someone from your family comes to the story to buy them and bring them home. Then, one day, you open your
refrigerator and there those oranges are, ready for you to each!
© 2014 ReadWorks®,
Inc.
All
rights
reserved. http://www.readworks.org/passages/oranges-tree-you.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Part 1
A producer is a person or business that makes a good or provides a service
A consumer is a person or business that buys or uses the good or service
After reading the text above, who is the producer and who is the consumer. Write answers in
boxes below.
Producer

Consumer

Part 2
List the sequence of steps for getting an orange from a tree, to your refrigerator.
● _______________________________________________________________
● _______________________________________________________________
● _______________________________________________________________
● _______________________________________________________________
● _______________________________________________________________
● _______________________________________________________________
● _______________________________________________________________
● _______________________________________________________________
● _______________________________________________________________
● _______________________________________________________________
● _______________________________________________________________

Differentiation for Extensions, Advanced or Gifted Students 2-3
Select two activities per week as an extension.
ENGINEERING and Math

Design a bridge that is six inches long and can
hold four medium-sized paperback books.
What You Need:
Marshmallows
Toothpicks
Four medium-sized paperback books Tape
measure or ruler
Pen and paper for note-taking
1.Ask your child to define a bridge . What is the
purpose of a bridge?
2.What, specifically is the purpose of your
bridge? (Answer: To be six inches long and hold
four books.)
3.Give them a pen and a piece of paper, and ask
them to brainstorm various designs of bridges
they can make using toothpicks and
marshmallows.
4. After your child has finished brainstorming,
tell them to choose the design they think would
be best.
5. Give your child the marshmallows and
toothpicks, and let them begin making their
bridge.
6. Allow your child to work independently as
much as possible, but be sure to help out
wherever is needed.
7. Finally, it’s time to test your child’s prototype.
Ask your child the following questions while they
test out their bridge:
a. Does the bridge you created stand on its own
without falling?
b. Does the bridge measure six inches in length?
c. Can the bridge hold four books without
toppling?

Problem Solving
Read this problem with your child:

Cindy’s mom baked 41 cookies. Paul’s
dad baked 38 cookies. Cindy and Paul
ate 6 cookies each and then brought
them to school for a party. How many
cookies did they bring to school
altogether?
Answer:
41+38-6-6=67
They brought 67 cookies to school
altogether.

WORD GAMES
How many adjectives can you make
using each letter of the alphabet?

ART and MUSIC
1.

Create a picture using 3D
shapes - use your
imagination

2.

Create a story about your
picture and then turn it into
a song. You can use the tune
to one of your favorite
songs.

3.

Then perform your song for
your family using your
picture as the image.

Materials- pencil and paper
Write a list of as many adjectives as
you can make from each letter of the
alphabet.
Make it challenging and set a timer,
compete against a sibling.
Check to make sure the words are
adjectives.
Remember: An adjective describes a
noun.

Articulation and Science
With this experiment, you can study
ocean currents in the safety of your
own home-no submarine needed.
WHAT YOU NEED
1. a glass bread loaf dish
2. 30 milliliters of salt
3. blue food coloring
4. ice cubes
1.Mix 30 milliliters (2 tablespoons) of
salt and a liter (quart) of water in a
glass bread loaf dish.
2.Put it in the freezer until it’s good
and cold, so that chips of ice form on
the surface.
3.Remove the dish from the freezer,
and carefully drip a few drops of blue
food coloring onto the surface.
4.What happens as it melts?
5.Place an ice cube at one end of the
dish. What happens?

For more info
see:https://www.billnye.com/ho
me-demos/current-event

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Writing
Write a Recipe
Talk with your child about
recipes as writing steps to
make something “how to”
writing
Brainstorm ideas with your
child.
Create a list of items needed.
Write the steps using
transition words such as
first, next, then, and last.
Finally have them draw a
picture to go with their
writing.

Related Arts Menu Week 5
Each day consider selecting a different subject area and choose one enrichment activity from the choices below:

ART
Find a basic shape in your home and trace it. For
example, a plate would be a _______. Can you find a
square or a rectangle? Trace the shape, then create a
beautiful design inside the shape filling all of the space.

PE
Learn to dance to Let It Go!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jV2L2SZWsnc

Learn to juggle!
Make 3 sock balls by balling up your socks –
duh... Grab an adult and search “learn to
juggle” on YouTube. Work for 15 minutes and
make progress.
Wall Push-ups are just like push-ups but are done
standing against a wall. Do 10 sets of 10.

Watch Mo Willems Lunch
Doodles 2 to learn how
Elephant and Piggy have
changed. Make an annotation
frame. Use it to create a story about a character you
like or made up. (You could use last week’s
superhero!) Each rectangle will be a page.

Music
Create rhythms using items found around the house.
Clap out the rhythms using those objects and then
have a family member repeat your rhythm.
Visit Arts Alive and play Name That Instrument. Go
to:http://artsalive.ca/en/
Click on students. Choose Name
That Instrument. Play the game to
hear the sounds of different
instruments.
Do you like Toy Story? Missing
your friends?Go
here:https://www.eemusicclass.com/view/lyrics?id=164
2. Listen to the song. Invite a friend to sing along!

Squat Stare Challenge. Squat position facing a friend.
Have a staring contest. The winner picks an exercise for
both to complete. No blinks or smiles
Write a list of 5 things you can do to help your mind and
body relax.

Technology
Draw a picture of what you think a computer
looks like on the inside.
Want to go on a scavenger hunt and learn
more about how to navigate with a mouse? Go on a
Mouserobics hunt!
Click here to begin your quest!!!
Create a head in the style of Picasso and share it with
your family!
http://www.picassohead.com
Write an acrostic poem
here:http://www.readwritethink.org
/files/resources/interactives
/acrostic/

Answer Key

Name:

Comparing Fractions
Use < or > to compare each fraction.

Answers
Anytime the denominator is the same, the
number with the larger numerator will be
larger because it will have more pieces.
For example:

Anytime the numerator is the same, the
number with the smaller denominator will be
larger because it will have larger pieces.
For example:

1
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4
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Two Step Problems

Name:

Answer Key

Solve each problem.

Answers

1) Emily's class is going on a field trip to the zoo. If each van can hold seven people and there
are twelve students and two adults going, how many vans will they need?

2) The school's baseball team had thirty-seven new players and three returning players. If the
coach put them into groups with five players in each group, how many groups would there
be?
3) The school's debate team had fourteen boys and ten girls on it. If they were split into groups
of six how many groups could they make?

4) John made eight dollars mowing lawns and thirteen dollars weed eating. If he only spent
seven dollar a week, how long would the money last him?

5) A vase can hold nine flowers. If you had four carnations and twenty-three roses, how many
vases would you need to hold the flowers?

1.

2

2.

8

3.

4

4.

3

5.

3

6.

7

7.

3

8.

8

9.

9

10.

2

6) For Halloween Gwen received sixty pieces of candy from neighbors and three pieces from
her older sister. If she only ate nine pieces a day, how long would the candy last her?

7) For a birthday party Edward bought four regular sodas and eight diet sodas. If his fridge
would only hold four on each shelf, how many shelves would he fill up?

8) A group of three friends went into a restaurant. The chef already had four chicken wings
cooked but cooked twenty more for the group. If they each got the same amount how many
would each person get?
9) Maria was making baggies of cookies with six cookies in each bag. If she had fourteen
chocolate chip cookies and forty oatmeal cookies, how many baggies could she make?

10) A pet shelter had four puppies when another four were brought in. If four puppies a day are
adopted, how long would it take for all of them to be adopted?

Math
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“A Day at the Beach”
Answer Key
1. Possible responses: Kim: Kim loves the smell of the ocean. She
wants to play in the waves first. She thinks it’s fun to splash and
play in the ocean.
Van: Van thinks that the French fries at the boardwalk smell
better than the ocean does. He wants to eat first. Then he says
he would rather build a sand castle than play in the water. He
doesn’t like to play in the ocean because the waves knock
him down and he gets water in his nose.
2. A
3. D
4. Possible response: Van disagrees with Kim about playing in
the waves because he does not like the ocean. He says the
waves knock him down and he gets water in his nose, but he
changes his mind when Kim tells him to hold her hands and
jump when a wave comes. The wave moves and pushes him.
He does not get knocked over, and he has fun.
5. Possible response: In paragraph 13, I would change my voice
to show that Kim is calling to Van to come in the water and
have fun. Then I would use a more gentle voice when Kim
tells Van not to be afraid and to hold onto her. I would use a
worried voice when Van says, “I’m not going to like it.” Then
I would use an excited voice when Kim says “Ready?” and
counts for the wave to come.
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Enrichment Packet 6
2nd-3rd Grade
1. Reading
2. Math
3. Science
4. Social Studies
5. Gifted Differentiation
6. Related Arts
7. Answer Keys

A Week of Reading Enrichment
Attached you will find a reading passage that includes vocabulary work,
phonics work, and comprehension questions. Below is a schedule of
activities to do with this passage for the week.
Check them off as you go!

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

 Complete the  Reread the
 Reread the
 Reread the
Vocabulary
passage
passage
passage
 Answer the
 Complete the  Write a
portion
 Read the
comprehensi
phonics/word
summary of
passage
on questions
study potion
the passage
 Circle words
on the pack
for the
on the back
that are
of the
passage
of the
difficult or
passage
 Go back to
passage (4
unknown
 Underline
the passage
sentences)
 Ask an adult
where you
and highlight
o Main idea
o Beginning
for help with
found your
words that
o Middle
unknown
include that
answer to
o End
words
phonics
each question
 Reread the
in the
pattern or
story, paying
passage
word study
skill
close
attention to
the difficult
words

Extension Project Ideas:
 Draw a picture to represent this story/article.
 Create a comic book slide to represent the story.
 Write a letter to the author.
 Turn the story into a play.

Friday

 Time yourself
reading the
passage for 1
minute
 Count and
record how
many words
you can read
in one minute
 Do this 3
times to see if
you get
further each
time

Kinder-2nd Grade Sight Words
Students should be able to read these words without sounding them out. Practice by
having your student echo you reading the words, writing them on flashcards, and writing in
sand/salt on a cookie sheet while saying the word. Set weekly goals and celebrate how
much your student knows.
Week 4: I know ____ out of 100 words.
Week 5: I know ____ out of 100 words.
Week 6: I know ____ out of 100 words.
By the end of Kindergarten, I can read:
a, about, all, an, and, are, as, at, be, been, but, by, called, can, come, could, day, did, do,
down, each, find, first, for, from, get, go, had, has, have, he, her, him, his, how, I, if, in,
into, is, it, like, long, look, made, make, many, may, more, my, no, not, now, number, of, oil,
on, one, or, other, out, part, people, said, see, she, sit, so, some, than, that, the, their, them,
then, there, these, they, this, time, to, two, up, use, was, water, way, we, were, what, when,
which, who, will, with, words, would, write, you, your
By the end of 1st Grade, I can read:
after, again, air, also, America, animal, another, answer, any, around, ask, away, back,
because, before, big, boy, came, change, different, does, end, even, follow, form, found,
give, good, great, hand, help, here, home, house, just, kind, know, land, large, learn, letter,
line, little, live, man, me, means, men, most, mother, move, much, must, name, need, new,
off, old, only, our, over, page, picture, place, play, point, put, read, right, same, say,
sentence, set, should, show, small, sound, spell, still, study, such, take, tell, things, think,
three, through, too, try, turn, us, very, want, well, went, where, why, work, world, years
By the end of 2nd Grade, I can read:
above, add, almost, along, always, began, begin, being, below, between, book, both, car,
carry, children, city, close, country, cut, don’t, earth, eat, enough, every, example, eyes,
face, family, far, father, feet, few, food, four, girl, got, group, grow, hard, head, hear,
high, idea, important, across, it’s, keep, last, late, leave, left, let, life, light, list, might, mile,
miss, mountains, near, never, next, night, often, once, open, own, paper, plant, real, river,
run, saw, school, sea, second, seem, side, something, sometimes, song, soon, start, state,
stop, story, talk, those, thought, together, took, tree, under, until, walk, watch, while, white,
without, young

Name://///////////// Date://////////
Simple Past Tense:

The simple past tense form of a verb expresses action or state in the past (the action
already happened) and is formed by adding –ed to the base verb. Fan, fanned.
Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

///////////////////////////////
You all scooted over.
///////////////////////////////
They
scouted the area.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
I///////////////////////////////
sealed the envelope.
///////////////////////////////
You
seized the chance.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
He
shouted twice.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
She
showed the way.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
It
signaled red.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
We
soaked three loads.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
You
all spliced the wires.
///////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////
Time:__________
www.PrintNPractice.com
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Name://///////////// Date://////////
Simple Past Tense:

The simple past tense form of a verb expresses action or state in the past (the action
already happened) and is formed by adding –ed to the base verb. Fan, fanned.
Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

It marked the next day.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
We
modeled the costumes.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
You
all mourned for weeks.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
They
nailed the roof tiles tightly.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
I
offered more tea.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
You
paddled all day.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
He
packed the bag.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
She
passed the truck.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
It
piled higher and higher.
//////////////////////////////
www.PrintNPractice.com
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Time:__________

NONFICTION/Science
Standard: Determine Key Concepts

Skill: Identify Main Ideas

GRL

Grade

3

P
650L

Tornadoes

Have you ever seen a video of a tornado? The powerful winds of a
tornado can destroy buildings. They can make objects fly through the air.

q		

What Is a Tornado?
w		

A tornado is a spinning column of air. Its top connects to a storm cloud.
Its bottom touches the ground. The air in a tornado moves extremely fast,
giving the wind a lot of power. Tornadoes usually look like funnel-shaped
clouds. But sometimes tornadoes are invisible.

How and Where Do Tornadoes Form?
e		

Scientists don’t know exactly how tornadoes form. The most damaging
tornadoes come from spinning thunderstorms called supercells. But not
every strong thunderstorm will cause a tornado. Supercells can also
produce large hail, heavy rains, and lightning.

r		

Tornadoes can happen all over the world. Part of the central United
States gets more tornadoes than other places. It is called “Tornado Alley.”

Jim Starr

Tornado Alley

Tornadoes in Tornado Alley generally occur in late spring.
© 2019 Sundance Newbridge Publishing
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NONFICTION/Science

How Dangerous Are Tornadoes?
t		

Tornadoes are very dangerous. People can die in a tornado. Severe
tornadoes have destroyed whole neighborhoods. Weather forecasters
try to predict when tornadoes might happen so they can warn people.
But nobody can predict exactly where a tornado will go. If there is a
tornado warning in your area, it is important to get to shelter.

y		

clintspencer/iStock

Many people living in Tornado Alley have tornado shelters or
basements. A basement is considered a safe place because it is
underground. People who do not have a basement should move
to an inside room of a sturdy building.

Who Are Storm Chasers?
u		

Although people should stay away
from tornadoes to stay safe, storm
chasers want to get close to tornadoes.

i		

Storm chasers “chase” tornadoes
for different reasons. Some do it for
fun. They take pictures and videos to
document their experiences. Others
do it for scientific research. They study
tornadoes to learn more about them.
These storm chasers use scientific
instruments to track tornadoes and
collect data about them.

o		

Some chasers place a probe in the
path of a tornado. They want to get
A tornado moves through a town,
leaving destruction behind.
information from inside the tornado.
So they hope the tornado will pick up
the probe and move it. Then they may be able to record data about
the tornado’s wind speeds, temperature, and pressure.

1)		

Getting close to tornadoes is very dangerous. Storm chasers must
be careful, or they may not be able to escape in time to survive.
ISBN 978-1-4207-6696-7
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“Tornadoes”
Standard: Determine Key Concepts

Skill: Identify Main Ideas

Name: ________________________________________________________
1. Complete the Main Idea and Details Chart on page 167.
Tell about the main idea and details of “Tornadoes.”
Answer questions 2–5.
2. Which of the following BEST states the main idea of
the passage?
A. It is hard to predict where a tornado may go.
B. Tornado Alley is located in the south-central
United States.
C. People should find shelter when there is a
tornado warning.
D. Tornadoes are powerful forces of nature that can
cause a lot of damage.
3. The author wants to add more details to support the
main idea. Which type of details would BEST support it?
A. details about the differences between tornadoes
and other natural disasters
B. details about the most devastating tornadoes that
ever occurred
C. details about the supplies that people keep in a
storm shelter
D. details about the types of vehicles that storm
chasers drive

© 2019 Sundance Newbridge Publishing
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4. How do the details in paragraph 5 support the idea that tornadoes
are dangerous?

5. Which details from the passage support the idea that some storm
chasers follow tornadoes to study them?

72

Passages to Comprehension
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Main Idea and Details Chart
Standard: Determine Key Concepts

Skill: Identify Main Ideas

Detail
Detail

Main Idea

Detail

Name _________________________________________________________
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l e ar n an d wr i te

Get Started
Keisha wants to write a report about an animal. First, Keisha
lists her ideas. Next, she circles the idea she likes best.

blue-footed booby  clownfish  morpho butterfly
Then, Keisha thinks about the questions she will answer.
She takes notes on the answers she finds.

blue-footed booby

Topic:

Question 1: What does the animal look like?

Question 2: What does it eat?

dives to catch fish
catches fish with long beak

Question 3: Where does it live?

off the Pacific coast of Central and South America
in groups called colonies

Question 4: What are some other facts?

males show off feet
Males and females do a dance.

60    Lesson 4 • Write a Report

Duplicating any part of this book is prohibited by law. © 2014 Triumph Learning, LLC

brown and white bodies and blue feet
about 34 inches tall

l e ar n an d wr i te

Try It!
Get ready to write your own report about an animal. First, list
your ideas. Next, circle the idea you like best.

Make a report outline. Find the answers to your questions
and take notes.

Topic:

Duplicating any part of this book is prohibited by law. © 2014 Triumph Learning, LLC

Question 1: What does the animal look like?

Question 2: What does it eat?

Question 3: Where does it live?

Question 4: What are some other facts?

Lesson 4 • Write a Report     61

l e ar n an d wr i te

Write a Report

I will write my
report first. I can
go back later to
make changes.

62    Lesson 4 • Write a Report

Duplicating any part of this book is prohibited by law. © 2014 Triumph Learning, LLC

Keisha looks at her report outline.
She uses it to write her report.

l e ar n an d wr i te

Try It!

• Follow your report outline.
• Get your ideas down.
	
can make changes
• You
to your report later.

Duplicating any part of this book is prohibited by law. © 2014 Triumph Learning, LLC

Look back at your report outline.
Use it to write your report.

Tips

Lesson 4 • Write a Report     63

A Week of Math Enrichment
2nd-5th Grade
Monday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
 Play an online
game

Tuesday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Please see the
Online Resources
page for Math
Websites.
What games
did you play?
List them here.

Wednesday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Thursday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Friday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Name:

Comparing Fractions

Use < or > to compare each fraction. Shade in the examples for extra help.
Anytime the denominator is the same, the
number with the larger numerator will be
larger because it will have more pieces.
For example:

Anytime the numerator is the same, the
number with the smaller denominator will be
larger because it will have larger pieces.
For example:

1

⁄3

>

1

3

⁄5

⁄7

<

3

Answers

4

⁄4

⁄5

>

2

1

⁄5

⁄3

2

<

Ex.

>

1.

⁄3
2.
3.

Ex)

3

2

⁄5

⁄5

1)

1

4

⁄5

>

⁄5

2)

4

3

⁄7

<

⁄7

>

4.
5.
6.
7.

3)

2

2

⁄3

⁄4

4)

1

2

⁄4

>

⁄4

5)

1

4

⁄8

<

⁄8

<

8.
9.
10.
11.

6)

1

1

⁄6

⁄2

7)

1

<

9)

2

⁄8

10)

>
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1

⁄6

>

5

⁄8

2
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1
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Two Step Problems

Name:

Solve each problem.

Answers

1) For a birthday party Paul bought thirty-eight regular sodas and sixteen diet sodas. If his
fridge would only hold nine on each shelf, how many shelves would he fill up?

2) Kaleb had saved up thirty-nine dollars. If he received another twenty-five dollars for his
allowance, how many eight dollar toys could he buy?

3) Dave was organizing his baseball cards in a binder with eight on each page. If he had
twenty-five new cards and seven old cards to put in the binder, how many pages would he
use?
4) For homework Isabel had two math problems and eight spelling problems. If she can finish
five problems in an hour how long will it take her to finish all the problems?

5) The school's debate team had thirty-one boys and thirty-two girls on it. If they were split
into groups of nine how many groups could they make?

1.

6

2.

8

3.

4

4.

2

5.

7

6.

2

7.

9

8.

5

9.

3

10.

3

6) For Halloween Gwen received four pieces of candy from neighbors and twelve pieces from
her older sister. If she only ate eight pieces a day, how long would the candy last her?

7) A vase can hold six flowers. If you had seven carnations and forty-seven roses, how many
vases would you need to hold the flowers?

8) Chloe and her friends were recycling paper for their class. For every six pounds they
recycled they earned 1 point. If Chloe recycled twenty-eight pounds and her friends
recycled two pounds, how many points did they earn?
9) A toy store had six giant stuffed bears in stock when they got another shipment with
twenty-one bears in it. The put the bears onto shelves with nine on each shelf. How many
shelves did they use?
10) A group of nine friends went into a restaurant. The chef already had two chicken wings
cooked but cooked twenty-five more for the group. If they each got the same amount how
many would each person get?

Math
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Two Step Problems

Name:

Answer Key

Solve each problem.

Answers

1) For a birthday party Paul bought thirty-eight regular sodas and sixteen diet sodas. If his
fridge would only hold nine on each shelf, how many shelves would he fill up?

2) Kaleb had saved up thirty-nine dollars. If he received another twenty-five dollars for his
allowance, how many eight dollar toys could he buy?

3) Dave was organizing his baseball cards in a binder with eight on each page. If he had
twenty-five new cards and seven old cards to put in the binder, how many pages would he
use?
4) For homework Isabel had two math problems and eight spelling problems. If she can finish
five problems in an hour how long will it take her to finish all the problems?

5) The school's debate team had thirty-one boys and thirty-two girls on it. If they were split
into groups of nine how many groups could they make?

1.

6

2.

8

3.

4

4.

2

5.

7

6.

2

7.

9

8.

5

9.

3

10.

3

6) For Halloween Gwen received four pieces of candy from neighbors and twelve pieces from
her older sister. If she only ate eight pieces a day, how long would the candy last her?

7) A vase can hold six flowers. If you had seven carnations and forty-seven roses, how many
vases would you need to hold the flowers?

8) Chloe and her friends were recycling paper for their class. For every six pounds they
recycled they earned 1 point. If Chloe recycled twenty-eight pounds and her friends
recycled two pounds, how many points did they earn?
9) A toy store had six giant stuffed bears in stock when they got another shipment with
twenty-one bears in it. The put the bears onto shelves with nine on each shelf. How many
shelves did they use?
10) A group of nine friends went into a restaurant. The chef already had two chicken wings
cooked but cooked twenty-five more for the group. If they each got the same amount how
many would each person get?
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Name:

Two Step Problems
Solve each problem.

Answers

6

4

8

7

3

1.

2

5

9

2

3

2.

3.

1) For a birthday party Paul bought 38 regular sodas and 16 diet sodas. If his fridge would
only hold 9 on each shelf, how many shelves would he fill up?

4.

5.

2) Kaleb had saved up 39 dollars. If he received another 25 dollars for his allowance, how
many 8 dollar toys could he buy?

3) Dave was organizing his baseball cards in a binder with 8 on each page. If he had 25 new
cards and 7 old cards to put in the binder, how many pages would he use?

6.

7.

8.

4) For homework Isabel had 2 math problems and 8 spelling problems. If she can finish 5
problems in an hour how long will it take her to finish all the problems?

9.

10.

5) The school's debate team had 31 boys and 32 girls on it. If they were split into groups of 9
how many groups could they make?

6) For Halloween Gwen received 4 pieces of candy from neighbors and 12 pieces from her
older sister. If she only ate 8 pieces a day, how long would the candy last her?

7) A vase can hold 6 flowers. If you had 7 carnations and 47 roses, how many vases would
you need to hold the flowers?

8) Chloe and her friends were recycling paper for their class. For every 6 pounds they recycled
they earned 1 point. If Chloe recycled 28 pounds and her friends recycled 2 pounds, how
many points did they earn?
9) A toy store had 6 giant stuffed bears in stock when they got another shipment with 21 bears
in it. The put the bears onto shelves with 9 on each shelf. How many shelves did they use?

10) A group of 9 friends went into a restaurant. The chef already had 2 chicken wings cooked
but cooked 25 more for the group. If they each got the same amount how many would each
person get?
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Name:

Two Step Problems
Solve each problem.

Answers

6

4

8

7

3

1.

2

5

9

2

3

2.

3.

1) For a birthday party Paul bought 38 regular sodas and 16 diet sodas. If his fridge would
only hold 9 on each shelf, how many shelves would he fill up?

4.

5.

2) Kaleb had saved up 39 dollars. If he received another 25 dollars for his allowance, how
many 8 dollar toys could he buy?

3) Dave was organizing his baseball cards in a binder with 8 on each page. If he had 25 new
cards and 7 old cards to put in the binder, how many pages would he use?

6.

7.

8.

4) For homework Isabel had 2 math problems and 8 spelling problems. If she can finish 5
problems in an hour how long will it take her to finish all the problems?

9.

10.

5) The school's debate team had 31 boys and 32 girls on it. If they were split into groups of 9
how many groups could they make?

6) For Halloween Gwen received 4 pieces of candy from neighbors and 12 pieces from her
older sister. If she only ate 8 pieces a day, how long would the candy last her?

7) A vase can hold 6 flowers. If you had 7 carnations and 47 roses, how many vases would
you need to hold the flowers?

8) Chloe and her friends were recycling paper for their class. For every 6 pounds they recycled
they earned 1 point. If Chloe recycled 28 pounds and her friends recycled 2 pounds, how
many points did they earn?
9) A toy store had 6 giant stuffed bears in stock when they got another shipment with 21 bears
in it. The put the bears onto shelves with 9 on each shelf. How many shelves did they use?

10) A group of 9 friends went into a restaurant. The chef already had 2 chicken wings cooked
but cooked 25 more for the group. If they each got the same amount how many would each
person get?
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Goods and Services
Goods are items that are made by people (example: cupcakes)
Services are things people do for other people. (example: uber eats delivers food)
Identify if the item in the box is a good or service. Circle the correct choice.

Cookies

Babysitter

Teacher

Police officer

GOOD or SERVICE

GOOD or SERVICE

GOOD or SERVICE

GOOD or SERVICE

Barber

Kite

Dentist

Toilet paper

GOOD or SERVICE

GOOD or SERVICE

GOOD or SERVICE

GOOD or SERVICE

Soccer ball

Ice cream shop

Computer

Books

GOOD or SERVICE

GOOD or SERVICE

GOOD or SERVICE

GOOD or SERVICE

Differentiation for Extensions, Advanced or Gifted Students 2-3
Select two activities per week as an extension.
ENGINEERING and Math

WORD GAMES

ART and MUSIC
Dance is a form of art.

Paper Helicopter
Materials:
● Paper rectangle, 2” x 3”
● Scissors
● Paper clip
Instructions:
1.Form a stem on the helicopter by cutting
½” horizontally into each side, about 1 ½
inches from the top. Fold in the sides to form
a long stem.
2. The wide side of the remaining shape will
form the wings. Cut vertically down to the
top of the stem.
3. Fold one side down to form the first rotor.
Fold the second side in the opposite
direction to form the second rotor.
4. Fold the bottom of the stem up slightly
and attach a paper clip.
5. Drop your helicopter from a platform and
watch it spin!
6. Experiment with different rotor sizes to
see the effect on the helicopter’s spin.

Problem Solving

For the appetizers,she
needs to make750 mini meat
pies.She divided her crew into 3
teams. If the first team made 235,
and the second made 275, how
many pies should the third team
make?
Answer:
First, 235 + 275 = 510;
then, 750 – 510 = 240
The third team should make 240
more mini meat pies.

Create a word search with at least
10 words.
Materials- pencil and paper
1. Think of a theme for your word
search.
2.Brainstorm words that would go with
your theme.
3. From your list choose at least 10
words.
4. Create your word search.
5. Ask someone to solve your word
search puzzle.

Articulation and Science
Magic Soap Experiment

Your child will do a fun science
experiment to help understand the
concepts of water molecules and the
surface tension of water.
What You Need:
Wide shallow dish water
Red pepper flakes Bar of soap
Paper and pencil
Paper clip, penny, or marble (optional)
What You Do:
1.Help your child fill the shallow dish with
water. Have them sprinkle red pepper
flakes into the dish.
2.Then write an observation about how
the pepper flakes appear in the water
before the soap is added.
3.Have them put the bar of soap in the
middle of the dish of water and watch
what happens.
4.They can write about or draw her
observations. Make a hypothesis (a best
guess) about what happened?
Explain that water has a high surface
tension which makes pepper flakes float
on top. When soap is added to water,
soap destroys the surface tension in the
area right around the soap. Soap has big
molecules that are attracted to water,
interfering with water molecules and
their high surface tension. Pepper flakes
can only float where water has high
surface tension, so the flakes move away
from the soap!

1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose your favorite song.
Create a dance that tells a
story for the song you
choose.
Then teach your dance to at
least 1 other person.
Perform your dance for
someone in your family.

Writing

Book Bound.
If you could be the main
character from your
favorite book, who would
you be?
Write about an adventure
you might have.

Related Arts Menu Week

Each day consider selecting a different subject area and choose one enrichment activity
from the choices below:
ART
Write your name on a piece of paper in block letters. Decorate it with markers,
crayons, whatever you choose.

PE
“Spring into Action”-find a family member and complete 20 jumping jacks.
Did you know a soda has 39 grams of sugar? Complete 39 sit-ups.
Did you know ice cream has 13 grams of sugar? Complete 13 push-ups.
Did you know a donut has 280 calories? Run in place for 280 counts.
Did you know a hot dog has 530 mg of sodium? Complete 530 “raise the
roofs”.

Click here to be directed to the Mo Willems YouTube site for Lunch
Doodles to try at home!!!
Try Lunch Doodle 5 - you can make a board game!

Music

Practice your juggling!
Make 3 sock balls by balling up your socks – duh... Grab an adult and search “learn
to juggle” on YouTube. Work for 15 minutes and make progress.
Frozen Yoga!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xlg052EKMtk
Technology

Sing any music songs you have learned in
music class this year. Teach one to a family
member and use items from home for
background music.

Enjoy a really silly song.
!https://www.eemusicclass.com/view/notation?id=1444

*Perform a concert for your family – practice before your performance,
try to remember songs you’ve learned in music class, write down the
lyrics to help you remember, then ask your family to be your audience
while you sing for them. You can also teach your family the songs and
ask them to sing along with you!

Get a leg up on typing!!!
Learn or enhance typing skills at
https://www.typing.com/

Do you have Microsoft Word or Google Sheets? Practice typing a letter to a
friend or a story you created. Or type a paragraph about you!!

“Tornadoes”
Answer Key
1. Possible responses: Main Idea: Tornadoes are spinning columns of air with
powerful winds that can cause a lot of damage.
Detail: Scientists aren’t sure how tornadoes form, but the most powerful
tornadoes come from supercells.
Detail: Weather forecasters try to predict tornadoes to help people stay
safe. However, it is impossible to predict exactly where a tornado may go.
People should seek shelter if there is a tornado warning in the area.
Detail: Storm chasers “chase” tornadoes to get close to them. Some
storm chasers do it for fun. Others do it for research. They must be careful
because tornadoes are very dangerous.
2. D
3. B
4. Possible response: The details in paragraph 5 show how dangerous
tornadoes can be. People in a tornado may die. Entire neighborhoods
may be destroyed by a tornado’s winds.
5. Possible response: Some storm chasers “use scientific instruments to track
tornadoes and collect data about them.” Some chasers may even place
a probe in a tornado’s path so it can get pulled into the tornado. Then
the chasers hope to get information about the inside of the tornado.
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Answer Key

Name:

Comparing Fractions
Use < or > to compare each fraction.

Answers
Anytime the denominator is the same, the
number with the larger numerator will be
larger because it will have more pieces.
For example:

Anytime the numerator is the same, the
number with the smaller denominator will be
larger because it will have larger pieces.
For example:
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<

>
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Two Step Problems

Name:

Answer Key

Solve each problem.

Answers

1) For a birthday party Paul bought thirty-eight regular sodas and sixteen diet sodas. If his
fridge would only hold nine on each shelf, how many shelves would he fill up?

2) Kaleb had saved up thirty-nine dollars. If he received another twenty-five dollars for his
allowance, how many eight dollar toys could he buy?

3) Dave was organizing his baseball cards in a binder with eight on each page. If he had
twenty-five new cards and seven old cards to put in the binder, how many pages would he
use?
4) For homework Isabel had two math problems and eight spelling problems. If she can finish
five problems in an hour how long will it take her to finish all the problems?

5) The school's debate team had thirty-one boys and thirty-two girls on it. If they were split
into groups of nine how many groups could they make?

1.

6

2.

8

3.

4

4.

2

5.

7

6.

2

7.

9

8.

5

9.

3

10.

3

6) For Halloween Gwen received four pieces of candy from neighbors and twelve pieces from
her older sister. If she only ate eight pieces a day, how long would the candy last her?

7) A vase can hold six flowers. If you had seven carnations and forty-seven roses, how many
vases would you need to hold the flowers?

8) Chloe and her friends were recycling paper for their class. For every six pounds they
recycled they earned 1 point. If Chloe recycled twenty-eight pounds and her friends
recycled two pounds, how many points did they earn?
9) A toy store had six giant stuffed bears in stock when they got another shipment with
twenty-one bears in it. The put the bears onto shelves with nine on each shelf. How many
shelves did they use?
10) A group of nine friends went into a restaurant. The chef already had two chicken wings
cooked but cooked twenty-five more for the group. If they each got the same amount how
many would each person get?
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